
Captain Oliphant 
 

 

     “It’s the Jeannie Deans” 

     “No, it’s the Waverley” 

     The older boy smiled easily and knowingly at his younger brother.  

     “It’s the Jeannie Deans!” he said, this time with some more force. 

     The younger boy however was still adamant.  

     “It’s the “Waverley!” 

     It was the summer of nineteen sixty-four in the small town of Rothesay on the 

beautiful Isle of Bute, an island situated in the Firth of Clyde between the Cowal 

peninsula and the western mainland on Scotland’s scenic and verdant west coast. 

Two brothers, Graeme and Bobby Strachan, were concentrating intently on the 

approaching paddle steamer while standing on lower rung of the horizontal metal 

rails around the town’s outdoor pool that was positioned next to the shore.  

     Graeme, who was three years older than his eight-year-old brother, was 

intently studying the colourful and stylish twin yellow-funnelled boat.  It was full 

of holidaymakers who were all arriving full of expectation to holiday on the 

island. He was also listening intently to the approaching paddles as they thrashed 

through the water.  

     Just then a sudden thought entered his head and he smiled mischievously to 

himself. He looked across at his brother before quietly stepping down from the 

rail. His brother didn’t notice this and had continued to study the approaching 

steamer. 

     “How do you know it’s the Jeannie Deans?” the younger boy asked with 

furrowed brow as he turned with some surprise to see his brother making his way 

away from the outside edge of the pool. 

     Shock then crossed young Bobby’s face as he saw too late the approaching 

massive wave that was caused by the paddle steamer which had now turned beam-

on to approach its berth on Rothesay pier. In a matter of seconds, unfortunately 

not enough time to escape, the wave hit him hard and pushed him backwards into 

the shallow pool. Graeme laughed heartily at his brother’s misfortune who was 

now standing dripping wet in the water, his navy-blue cap floating on the surface 

of the water beside him and with his similarly coloured belted coat and short 

trousers soaked through. 

 

 

 

 

     Bishop Street ran straight up the hill from the “front” at Rothesay and opposite 

the sheltered harbour area that was full of small pleasure crafts, fishing crafts and 



a small “puffer” or local trading boat that carried goods to all parts of the west 

coast of Scotland.  

     The street started at the corner occupied by the Bute Arms on one side and the 

Palace picture house, an amusement arcade, and shops on the other. At the top 

was the Serpentine, a road that wound tightly up a very steep hill towards the 

Skipper Woods. 

     Graeme and Bobby were drying themselves off in their Gran and Grandad’s 

small flat situated halfway up Bishop Street when the sound of an incoming 

steamer’s horn immediately drew Graeme’s attention. He rushed to the open 

window of the small kitchen in order to lean out and see the paddle steamer 

Caledonia approaching the pier. 

     Rothesay pier was only partly visible from this vantage point but there was 

enough room to see the incoming ship, which was one of Graeme’s favourite 

paddle steamers.      

     “Come in from that window!” Graeme’s gran shouted. “Ye’ll catch yir death 

o’ cold!!” 

     “Ach he’s a’ right, Grace,” her husband lazily interrupted smiling.      

     Grace Carswell glared at her husband John.  

     “Well YOU can explain about the cold he’ll no doubt have when their mum 

and dad arrive this Friday night!” 

     Grace and John Carswell had purchased the small flat a few years before and 

Graeme and Bobby had been there the last days of their summer holiday while 

their mum and dad were both working full-time in their home town of East 

Kilbride to the south of Glasgow. The boys had previously enjoyed excellent 

summers and long weekends in Rothesay that unfortunately was now starting to 

appear rather rundown when compared to the glory days of a few decades 

previously. Nevertheless, it remained an excellent place for these young lads to 

explore while growing up. 

 

 

 

 

     Once the boys had changed from their wet clothes and been fed by their gran 

they both became anxious to get outside again into the Rothesay sunshine. Their 

grandad, who was also now keen to get out into the fresh air, suggested that he 

take them fishing at the esplanade while Grace started to the evening meal for 

later.  

     Soon they were inside the small fishing tackle shop that was situated close by 

the flat to buy some bait. The inside of the shop was dark and smelled strongly of 

the sea. Fishing rods of all sizes festooned the walls together with assorted nets. 

Fishing lines made up of small rectangular wooden frames with green twine 

wound round the outside were on display on the top of the counter as well as 



inside the counter’s glass frame. Each one had a small ball-shaped lead weight 

tied at the end together with a small but very sharp hook.     

     The boys already had their own fishing lines. The bait their grandad bought 

was mainly of worms that wriggled in the bottom of a small container.  

     After their purchase the boys said goodbye to the shop owner and made their 

way along the front till they reached the road that lead through from Victoria 

Street past the building that housed elegant and renowned Victorian toilets on the 

way to the main pier entrance. This in turn led on to the wide pedestrian walkway 

or esplanade that stretched right along the full length of the shore in Rothesay 

towards the outdoor pool. 

     The boys and their grandad now stopped briefly at the start of the esplanade 

to look down below them at the small beach and the multitude of small rowing 

and motorboats tied up or occupied just off the sandy area. The all too familiar 

sounds of laughing, squealing, and fun filled the air all around them as families 

and holidaymakers enjoyed the fine summer weather. 

     They started to walk along the esplanade and Bobby reminded his grandad that 

they were going to go to the Winter Gardens to see the Rothesay entertainers at 

the weekend after their mum and dad had arrived. At this he started to jump up 

and down shouting in pleasure and anticipation. His grandad just looked at him 

in his normal kindly fashion and smiled. 

     In no time at all they reached the rickety wooden walkway that they were 

going to fish from in the expectation of catching mackerel and flounder, although 

there could in fact be an assortment of other fish that they might catch. The 

walkway was used by the small attractive red and white cruise boat, the Gay 

Queen that sailed regularly to Loch Striven or the picturesque Kyles of Bute. At 

present, however, it was out on one of its cruises and the boys now made their 

way along the narrow wooden-slatted jetty to reach the end point where their 

grandad indicated he had wanted them to fish from. 

     Graeme, who had fished many times from here, held the end of his fishing line 

about a foot from the lead weight and hook. He then swung it round a couple of 

times, but, just before he let it go, he was momentarily distracted by the sight of 

two steamers making their way round the point of Rothesay bay and heading for 

the pier. 

     “The Duchess of Hamilton and one of the Maids” he murmured to himself in 

recognition, smiling. Graeme had grown up with a deep love of all the Clyde 

steamers and he knew all their names from their outline even though they might 

be a great distance away. 

     His attention then turned back to his fishing line as he hurled the weighted end 

with the baited hook seaward. His recent smiles now turned to dismay as he 

realised he had forgotten to put his foot on the wooden frame that lay untethered 

on the wooden pier. As a result, the frame, weight and hook complete with bait 

sailed out in the air and landed some thirty feet away in the water. 



     Bobby and his grandad now laughed uproariously at Graeme’s misfortune and 

all three then started to shout anxiously towards a couple in a nearby brown 

wooden rowing boat with the name Catriona boldly painted in yellow at its stern. 

The young couple were clearly struggling to row the small boat and they both 

started to shout at each other with the girl trying to the young man who was having 

great difficulty trying to coordinate the oars.  

     The boys and their grandad shouted urgently again to the young couple 

imploring them to grab the floating wooden frame. They eventually managed to 

do this but with some difficulty. They then rowed back as best they could to the 

boys with the fishing line that was gratefully accepted by a still-embarrassed 

Graeme. 

 

 

 

 

     After about half an hour of not too successful fishing, and on noticing the 

returning Gay Queen, grandad John indicated it was time for them to move off 

before the small pleasure boat drew up at its pier and before the expected crowd 

disembarked around them. Indeed, the next crowd of people to embark for the 

following tour were already starting to assemble.  

     Graeme and Bobby had managed to catch three mackerel between them by 

this point and these were gathered up to take back for their gran to cook later. 

Their grandad told them they would have much better luck if they managed to go 

out fishing off one of the rowing boats with their dad as they could get much 

further out from the shore and into deeper waters. 

     The three of them were soon back on the busy esplanade and then towards the 

flat in Bishop Street. Graeme, however, said to his grandad that he would like if 

possible to wait to see the Duchess of Hamilton head off from its berth at the pier. 

His grandad looked at him, shook his head resignedly and smiled. 

     “Okay,” he sighed, “you two can come on later but don’t be too long ‘cause 

your dinner will be waiting for you.” 

     With that he left them as he carried the fishing lines and mackerel. The boys 

now leaned against the railing at the end of the esplanade facing the end of the 

pier that was currently occupied by the Duchess of Hamilton. The elegant steamer 

was on its last season on the Clyde. 

     They had been watching the final passengers embarking for a few minutes 

when a voice from behind startled them.  

     “She’s a “beaut” isn’t she?” 

     The boys turned to see a grey bearded and deeply tanned man wearing a navy-

blue seafarers’ cap and tousled navy-blue marine uniform. He was clearly “old” 

in the eyes of the boys both of whom had recoiled slightly at the surprise sight of 

the man now standing just behind them. 



     The newcomer smiled at the boys aware belatedly that he had given them an 

unintentional fright. He apologised profusely for this. His attention also then 

returned to the sleek steamer that was now drawing in its hawsers amid some 

clanging and there were some announcements emanating from the loudspeaker 

on board the vessel. 

     “She’s one of the fastest in the Clyde,” the man continued. 

     “How do you know that?”  

     That was Bobby. 

     “Because I sailed in her many times,” came the reply. “We used to race other 

steamers years ago to try to get to a vacant pier slot first, and the Duchess of 

Hamilton… and her sister the Duchess of Montrose, sadly now gone, were 

usually the winners.” 

     “That’s not true,” Graeme interjected, trying to sound knowledgeable. “The 

“Maids” are the fastest and the ABC car ferries are fast too.” 

     The ABC ferries were the Arran, Bute, and Cowal that serviced the areas of 

their respective names. 

     The man shook his head in disagreement. 

     “They’re not REAL steamers,” he started, “not like the paddlers or the 

turbines… and I’ve sailed on them all!!” 

     There was a short pause while the boys considered this, clearly now getting 

more impressed with the growing stature of this seafarer. 

     “What’s your name?” Bobby asked. 

     The man looked down at the young boy who was now being nudged roughly 

and in some anger by his older brother at being so forward. 

     “Jim Oliphant,” the man said quietly, “CAPTAIN Oliphant!!”  

 

 

 

 

     It was Glasgow Fair Friday in the early evening and Rothesay pier was very 

busy currently owing to the recent arrival of three Clyde steamers. A fourth, the 

paddle steamer, Talisman, was having to wait not far off in Rothesay Bay for a 

slot to become vacant at the fully occupied pier. 

     Graeme, Bobby, and their gran and grandad were waiting amongst the crowds 

for the arrival of Graeme and Bobby’s parents, Jean and John Strachan. Jean was 

the daughter of Grace and John.  

     Excited children were jumping up and down in anticipation of their time to be 

spent in the holiday resort, or running around the crowded pier while their parents 

were trying unsuccessfully in many cases to keep them by their side. 

     It soon became clear that Jean and John were not on the regular ferry from 

Wemyss Bay as all its passengers had now disembarked. John, the grandad, had 

just returned from querying about this at the ticket office. He was told that the 

Talisman had been engaged at the last minute to transport the extra crowds that 



arrived at Wemyss Bay that evening on an additional steam train from Glasgow 

Central Station, and that Jean and John were probably on her. There was nothing 

to do therefore but wait. 

     About fifteen minutes later, one of the boats, the car ferry Bute, started to leave 

the pier heading back for Wemyss Bay, closely followed by another, the Maid of 

Skelmorlie, that was about to make its way to Largs. The Talisman then started 

to head in towards the pier and soon tied up at one of the newly-vacated berths. 

The disembarking arrivals received the musical welcome of a piper who was 

standing at the pier head just in front of the incoming paddle steamer. 

 

 

 

 

     The next morning the boys were up early in their excitement at going to the 

morning film matinee in the Palace picture house. They quickly had their 

breakfast of porridge which was washed down unusually with Strawberry 

Creamola Foam that had all been prepared by their gran. Their mum and dad were 

having a “lie in” after arriving the previous night. A new song, “I get around” by 

an American group called the Beach Boys was singing out from the small 

transistor radio in the kitchen. Graeme was completely fascinated by the close 

harmonies of the group. 

     The boys made their way down the narrow stairs of the flat close and into the 

bright sunlight of the mid-morning. They then called in at the small sweetie shop 

just to the side of the close entrance and bought some Penny Dainties and a 

Wagon Wheel each to take into the matinee.  

     On making their way down Bishop Street they met their close friend Brian 

who lived with his parents next to the small garage that they owned which was 

accessed through an alleyway just off Bishop Street. They all quickly made plans 

to go to the Skeoch Woods later during the next week. Graeme and Bobby then 

said goodbye and continued down Bishop Street towards the picture house. 

     Bugs Bunny was showing that morning together with the Road Runner and 

soon there was much hilarity amongst the many children and some parents in the 

picture house at the antics of these much-loved cartoon characters. The cartoon 

catch phrase “That’s all folks” came all too quickly.  

     After this the boys went in next door to the amusement arcade. They loved to 

spend pennies on the one-armed bandits. The recent hits of Cliff Richard and the 

Shadows were ringing out loudly all around, mixed with various clanging and 

other noises that came from the many brightly-coloured machines. 

 

 

 

 



     Once their allotted pennies had been spent and with lunch time approaching, 

the boys emerged from the amusement arcade into the bright sunlight again. 

     “We better get back to see what else is happening today,” Bobby said to 

Graeme as he turned towards the start of Bishop Street. 

     Graeme, however, was again looking out into the bay where the water was 

shining and sparkling brightly under the clear blue sky and the warm summer sun. 

He disregarded his brother and crossed the road to the old pier adjacent to the 

current Rothesay pier in order to get a better view of the scenery around Rothesay 

bay that he loved to study regardless of weather. Bobby shook his head in 

exasperation and reluctantly crossed the road to follow his older brother. 

     The old pier was still used by some small maritime craft but was not deemed 

suitable for the larger passenger ships. There was a small toilet building on the 

pier and Graeme made his way to the back of this in order to gain a better view. 

The car ferry Bute was currently tied up at the main pier and some cars were 

boarding on the side ramp of the ferry and then on to its integral turntable which 

was manually turned by seamen at right angles. The cars were then able to move 

forward into the vessel. 

     Graeme, on reaching the viewpoint he regularly used, was surprised and 

startled to see someone there already… none other than Captain Oliphant, who 

was leaning against an old wooden gangway and who then turned to smile at the 

youngster in recognition. 

     “This is one of my favourite spots in the whole town,” he said as he also 

nodded towards Bobby who had just arrived. 

     “Mine too,” Graeme replied. 

     There was a short pause while the three of them studied the movements around 

the ferry. Another boat, the mail-boat Loch Fyne, was coming in around the far 

side of the bay to clearly occupy the pier location furthest from the old pier. 

     “Do you think she’s attractive? ‘cause I don’t. Her funnels are set too far 

apart.” That was Captain Oliphant who was clearly studying the nautical lines of 

the new arrival. 

     “You said you had sailed on them all?” Bobby asked. 

     The old captain thought for a moment. 

     “Well, not quite them all,” he replied, still looking at the incoming boat.  

     “There’s only one I’ve never been on, the Jeannie Deans.”  

     The captain was looking thoughtful when he contemplated this. It was clearly 

something he would have liked to have done in order to complete some sort of 

ambition he had. 

     “Why don’t you go on her then,” Graeme asked, puzzled.  

     “Ach, I’m too old for that now!” 

     Graeme nevertheless could see some sadness in the man’s eyes and was sure 

there was more to this story. 

     Bobby, who didn’t pick up on any of this, had another question. 

     “Have you always sailed on the Clyde?” 



     The captain looked at him, smiling now. 

     Not always, no,” he started. “I began my seafaring life on the puffers many 

years ago, a bit like that one there.”  

     He pointed towards the traditional puffer that was tied up just inside the 

Rothesay harbour against the pier wall. It was surrounded by various modern 

sailing craft. 

     Bobby’s eyes lit up. 

     “Do you know Para Handy?” he asked, excitedly. 

     “Don’t be daft!” his brother intervened. “Para Handy’s not a real person. 

     Both boys had been captivated recently by the stories of Neil Munro about the 

escapades of the puffer, the Vital Spark, and its captain, Para Handy. 

     “It’s not so daft,” the captain said looking at Graeme. I knew many like Para 

Handy when I sailed many years ago on the Islay Lass. We used to sail all around 

the Hebrides… to Tiree and Coll, Mull, Eigg and the rest, and through the Crinan 

Canal, stopping off regularly at Cairnbaan for a… well, a wee refreshment.” 

     “What was your cargo?” Graeme asked, now becoming more engrossed in the 

story. 

     “We carried everything. Coal, sheep, furniture, pianos… and whisky. We 

often sailed to Islay to collect whisky from the distilleries there and to bring it in 

barrels, sealed of course, to Glasgow to be put in bottles.” He sighed as he recalled 

these days from long ago. 

     The boys were marvelling at these somewhat exotic names of seemingly 

faraway places in Scotland. 

     “What did you do after that?” Bobby asked, clearly getting more excited at the 

unfolding story. 

     “Well, next it was the Merchant Navy… and I then travelled the world.” 

     “Wow!!” was all Bobby could say. 

     “Where did you go?” Graeme asked. 

     “Well, I joined the Blue Star line from Glasgow and sailed on ships like the 

Dunvegan Castle to places like Brazil, Argentina, India and China… in fact, you 

could say I sailed the seven seas.” 

     “So, what brought you back here?” Graeme asked, a bit puzzled now at the 

range of stories. Were they being kidded? 

     “Aah, I got married to a Rothesay girl before the war and before I joined the 

Merchant Navy, a childhood sweetheart in fact.” 

     “So you’re from Rothesay yourself?” Bobby asked. 

     “Aye lad. Born and brought up here and returned at the end of the war. I then 

joined the Caledonian Steam Packet and retired a year or two ago.” 

     “So where do you live now?” Bobby asked, keen to find out more. 

     The Captain hesitated for a moment before answering. He then averted his 

eyes to look again at the incoming ship. 

     “I’ve got a house over by the Skeoch Woods. I live on my own now.” 

 



 

 

 

     It was a calm, warm and sunny summer evening as Graeme, Bobby and their 

mum and dad made their way along the busy Victoria Street towards the Winter 

Gardens to see the show that night. They politely turned down the various offers 

from photographers keen to do business with holidaymakers. 

     Mum Jean, on a whim before going in to see the show, decided that they treat 

themselves first to a delicious and huge Knickerbocker Glory at Zavaroni’s fish 

and ice cream restaurant close by. Following this they then crossed the road past 

the putting green and joined the hundreds of others, mainly holidaymakers, 

queuing to get into the Winter Gardens. 

     A couple of hours later when they came out, still laughing at some of the many 

jokes and discussing the quality of some of the acts, they made their way over to 

the esplanade where they were soon enveloped in the happy noisy crowds and the 

unbridled joy of the “shows” that were set up along the entire esplanade towards 

the outdoor pool.  

     The sweet enticing smells of candy floss and toffee apples intoxicatingly filled 

the night air mixed with the various sounds from stalls. This was all accentuated 

by the dazzling bright yellow, orange and red lights from the Dodgems and 

Waltzers. The latest pop music also wafted around – “Picture of you” by Joe 

Brown and the Bruvvers, and, of course, there had to be the Beatles, including 

“She Loves You” and “I want to hold your hand.” 

     It was all very overpowering for the young boys as they tried their hand at 

throwing balls into the open mouths of revolving dummy clown heads. These 

appeared slightly scary to the boys with their wide staring eyes and expressively 

coloured faces. Their mother tried her hand at hooking a floating yellow toy duck 

without any luck and dad tried his hand at rifle shooting, again with no luck. After 

having “goes” on the Dodgems and Waltzers they decided reluctantly it was now 

time to head back to the flat… but not before getting a poke of chips to eat on the 

way back, again from Zavaroni’s 

     After they had bought their chips and were slowly starting to make their way 

back along Victoria Street Graeme decided to discuss the recent meetings the 

boys had been having with Captain Oliphant. 

     John Strachan smiled once he had listened to the stories and shrugged his 

shoulders. 

     “Don’t believe everything you hear, especially from so-called seafarers who 

are the worst in the world at telling tall tales!” 

 

 

 

 



     The next day again dawned sunny so they all decided to head for one of the 

beaches and by common consent agreed to go to Kilchattan Bay. They could 

perhaps go up Canada Hill on the next day if the good weather continued. 

     Kilchattan Bay was a lovely sandy beach. The sea remained shallow for quite 

a distance out which meant it was very safe for paddling and swimming.  

     The day passed quickly as is usually the case when enjoying the clean fresh 

air. The boys’ dad pointed out the Sleeping Warrior shape of the hills on nearby 

Arran and they also spied some light grey navy ships further down the Firth of 

Clyde apparently making their way out to sea from their base on the Clyde, 

perhaps to some faraway place. 

     After a late afternoon picnic consisting of digestive biscuits, ham sandwiches 

and tea from a flask they packed up and headed back to get the next bus for 

Rothesay. 

     As the good weather continued into the next day, they indeed decided to make 

their way up Canada Hill accompanied this time by gran and grandad. When they 

reached the top they made for the viewpoint from where they could look down 

on the entrance to Rothesay Bay, across to Toward Point lighthouse and, out in 

the distance to Wemyss Bay from where they could just make out the shape of 

the car ferry Bute leaving that pier on its return to Rothesay.  

     Below them the Duchess of Hamilton was on its way out from Rothesay 

heading for Largs. It was a glorious day and an excellent clear view with sparkling 

and shimmering waters all around them and a blue cloudless sky above. This was 

Rothesay, Bute, and the Firth of Clyde at their best. 

     Bobby asked his grandad about the name Canada Hill and was told all about 

the notorious Clearances in the eighteen and nineteen hundreds and how 

remaining relatives of those evicted used to climb this hill for a last view of their 

relatives as they made their way to the new world. 

     They were brought back to the present as they heard the “plop” of something 

landing on the ground close by. It turned out to be a golf ball that someone had 

hit from the golf course that was also was set on the hill. Trying to follow the 

direction of the sound, Graeme scanned the area at the top of the hill till, 

coincidently, his attention was taken by what looked like a familiar shape of a 

person seated on one of the viewpoint benches. Captain Oliphant who was also 

admiring the view below.  

     Graeme whispered this to his dad and asked if they could go over to speak to 

him. Graeme was adamant that his dad had earlier been wrong in his assessment 

of the captain and now wanted him to see the seafarer for himself. After 

explaining to the others who then said they would slowly start to make their way 

back off the hill, the two made their way over to the bench on which the captain 

was seated. 

     “Captain Oliphant?” Graeme said when they reached the man, who was still 

wearing his navy seafaring uniform and navy cap. 



     The captain turned in surprise at the mention of his name and then smiled when 

he recognised the young boy. Graeme them introduced his dad and the two then 

sat on the bench beside the captain. John Strachan, in an effort to appear 

interested, told the captain of his discussion with his son earlier and was keen to 

find out a bit more… if that was OK? The captain then looked from father to son 

and back again.  

     “Okay” was his wary response. 

     John, assuring the captain of his interest in his past seafaring life, asked about 

life on the puffers, his time in the Merchant Navy, and finally his years with the 

Caledonian Steam Packet. 

     “… well I definitely think you’ll need to try to sail now on the Jeannie Deans,” 

he said after hearing confirmation of the comments made earlier to his son. “… 

just to be able to say you’ve been on all of the steamers, don’t you think?” 

     “No, it’s too late for that now!!” That was final. 

 

 

 

 

     The next day dawned with grey skies and so mum, dad and the boys decided 

to go fishing from a rowing boat in the late morning after gran had made a fry-up 

of eggs, square sausage, bacon and beans. When they reached the beach they took 

charge of a rowing boat called Endeavour which coincidently was also the name 

of a small wooden yacht that Graeme owned and which he delighted in sailing in 

the boating lake in the gardens in front of the Winter Gardens. 

     Dad and Graeme took the oars and they gently rowed out beyond the main 

pier. They were soon baiting their lines and casting them overboard. Twenty 

minutes or so passed with no joy but then something happened. They must have 

floated into an area above a massive shoal of mackerel as they suddenly started 

to catch many fish. This was to continue for some minutes. In fact, they ended up 

with a dozen or so mackerel all wriggling and flapping in the bottom of the boat. 

     It was then that they had a great fright as they turned to see a paddle steamer, 

the Waverley, bearing down in their approximate direction. Graeme and his dad 

now anxiously took up the oars again and quickly made their way back for the 

shore. 

     In the afternoon they decided to go for a walk past the old Rothesay Castle, 

parts of which dated back to the time of Robert the Bruce. They shortly reached 

the showground which was home to the Bute Highland Games as well as the 

Rothesay Brandane Amateur Football team who had just won their league that 

year. This event was being celebrated through the team’s picture being displayed 

in various shop windows and in the local press. 

    John Strachan was explaining all this to the boys as they all casually leaned on 

a fence and gazed into the showground. They were then surprised by a voice from 

behind them. 



     “Is that Johnny, Johnny Strachan?” 

     The family all turned as one to see the young man who had addressed their 

dad. 

     “Jamie Maddison?” John said happily as he recognised his friend. He shook 

the proffered hand before doing the introductions. 

     “Jean, you remember Jamie? Jamie used to work with me in Dixons Blazes in 

Glasgow when I lived in the Gorbals.” 

     Jean smiled in recognition and also shook the hand of the young man. 

     “These are our boys Graeme and Bobby,” John continued. “So, what are you 

doing here in Rothesay?” 

     “I live here now. I got married a few years back and live in Port Bannatyne 

just outside Rothesay.” 

     “… and what are you working at here? I heard you had moved but no-one 

knew where you had gone?” 

     The young man then told his life story for the period after he left Glasgow and 

finished with the revelation that he now worked for the Caledonian Steam Packet, 

usually on the Maid of Argyll but that could vary dependent on requirements. 

This, of course, raised the interest of Graeme who, greatly daring, asked Jamie if 

he had heard of Jim Oliphant… CAPTAIN Oliphant. 

     Jamie, brow ruffled in consideration, thought for a few seconds. 

     “The name rings a bell. I think I may have heard some of my mates mention 

that name… but then again, I can’t be sure.” 

     John, very briefly, and between glares at his older son, quickly told his friend 

about the captain, including his apparent time on the Clyde steamers. 

     After listening to the story, Jamie continued, “Well, if indeed he wants to sail 

on the Jeannie Deans he’ll need to be quick. It goes out of service at the end of 

this season.” 

     Before they all parted, Jamie asked Graeme to send him a letter about Captain 

Oliphant and he would see what he could do. 

 

 

 

 

     For the remainder of the Glasgow Fair Fortnight, the boys were entertained 

with tours, visits, walks and general fun. This included sailings on the Gay Queen 

and the other small Rothesay tour boat the Maid of Bute, through the Kyles of 

Bute to Tighnabruaich as well as to Loch Long. They also went on picnics to the 

other main Bute beaches at Scalpsie and Ettrick Bay, the latter having large family 

swings that were hugely enjoyed by the holidaymakers to the island. 

     It was while returning on the bus from their day at Ettrick Bay that their father 

suggested stopping off at Port Bannatyne to visit his friend Jamie. Graeme had 

earlier in the day given his mum the letter that Jamie had asked. She had it in her 

handbag and said this would also be a possibility to hand it over to him. After 



some searching, they duly met up with that young man and his wife Carol in their 

small flat overlooking Port Bannatyne bay. 

     Graeme took the opportunity to hand Jamie the letter he had prepared as 

requested when they last met. Jamie had forgotten about this but assured Graeme 

he would pass the letter on to those who might be interested.  

 

 

 

 

     On other remaining days the family visited Loch Fad in the centre of the island 

and also took a coach tour around the island to see the many areas of historic 

importance. Soon, however, it was getting close to the time that the family had to 

head home with mum and dad. There was still time though for a final few 

“expeditions” for the boys.  

     Graeme, for one, wanted to go back to the old pier again. He loved it there and 

on his last visit sat again with his back against the old pier toilet building listening 

to the sounds of “Just One Look” by The Hollies wafting across from the 

amusement arcade. He had his eyes closed in daydream mode when a familiar 

voice wakened him from his reverie. 

     “You look as though you are in another world,” the captain smiled. 

     Graeme looked up at him and sighed. 

     “We’re going home soon,” he explained. “We’ve only a few days left of our 

holiday.” 

     “Well I’m sure there’ll be other visits,” the captain smiled in commiseration. 

     There was a short pause before he continued. 

     “You like the Clyde boats, don’t you?” That was more matter of fact than 

question. 

     Graeme nodded in agreement. 

     “Well make the best of it while you can,” the captain said as he moved to sit 

beside the boy. 

     Graeme looked at him askance. 

     “What do you mean?” he asked. 

     The captain took a moment or two before answering. 

     “Progress,” he explained, and then paused briefly before continuing. 

     “You must see it… the coming of car ferries? People are now using cars more 

and more, and these can’t go on to traditional steamers. The days of the 

“Duchesses” and the paddle steamers are numbered, as is also the case with the 

“Maids”. It will just be car ferries now that will be left.” 

     Graeme looked at him, querying. Captain Oliphant returned the look with a 

resigned smile and nod before continuing. 

     “… and then there are foreign holidays. People are starting to have more 

money now after the war years and foreign holidays are becoming more 

attractive… so places like Rothesay are going to lose out in coming years. In fact, 



I’m sure this year will be recognised as one of the last great years of the Clyde 

steamers.” 

     With that the captain shrugged and excused himself leaving young Graeme 

alone with his thoughts. 

 

 

 

 

     On the morning before they had to leave Rothesay the boys met up with their 

friend and, as was agreed some days past, they all made their way for a final 

“expedition” to the Skeoch Woods. They had been there many times before, of 

course, as well as having explored the Skipper Woods at the top of the serpentine, 

and there was always something kind of supernatural and mystical about the 

woods that attracted the young boys. 

     Shortly, the three of them were making their way along Victoria Street past 

the putting green and the Winter Gardens towards the Pavilion hall where Graeme 

and Bobby’s mum and dad had been to a “dance” the night before. Soon, the path 

leading up into the Skeoch Woods was in front of them and they started to make 

their way into the dark wooded area. 

     Graeme and Bobby both loved to explore in forested areas. There was nothing 

like this in East Kilbride, and Graeme could not remember anything similar in 

Partick where the family had lived till their move to the new town of East Kilbride 

on Graeme’s sixth birthday.  

     That journey had been made from St Enoch Station in Glasgow. Their gran, 

Grace, took the boys while their parents travelled in the removal van as they all 

made their way to the bright new town from the red sandstone tenements of Beith 

Street in Partick. East Kilbride was a sparkling new town and there were quite a 

few areas of trees that had been planted but nothing as significant in size and 

attractiveness as the woods on Bute. 

    The path led up under some tightly packed trees, the full green leaves of which 

partially blocked out the shining sun above. They spied the occasional rabbit and 

one or two red squirrels that quickly climbed tree trunks to get away from the 

walkers. 

     Surprisingly they seemed to have this area of the woods to themselves with 

the only sounds, apart from various birds high up in the trees, being the noise of 

distant traffic coming from the main Rothesay to Port Bannatyne road. 

Occasionally they had a view through gaps in the trees to Rothesay bay and the 

Cowal hills beyond. It was another grand day, and a great day to be the last one 

of the summer holiday of nineteen sixty-four in Rothesay. 

     “What’s that?” Brian whispered with a start. He thought he had heard 

something unusual and urged Graeme and Bobby to remain still and quiet. 

     “I can’t hear anything!”  

     That was Bobby quietly after a short pause. 



     “LISTEN!” Brian again urged. 

     Then they heard it. 

     “That sounds like someone snoring!” Graeme laughed quietly. 

     In order to follow the sound, they had to leave the path and head upwards 

across a banking and through some ferns and masses of wild flowers. It was heavy 

going at first but then levelled out and they were now able to look a good distance 

ahead through the trees. 

     “Do you see something blue over there?” Graeme asked as he pointed ahead 

to a spot about two hundred yards ahead in a small clearing surrounded by tall 

trees. 

     They looked briefly at each other as if seeking agreement before they started 

to make their way forward, climbing over the occasional moss-covered tree 

trunks of some long dead trees as well as various moss-strewn boulders, large and 

not so large. All the while the noise was getting louder and they were soon able 

to see that in fact the “blue” item was a sheet of blue tarpaulin that had been hung 

between the branches of a couple of trees, forming the rough shape of a tent. 

     They paused. 

     “Someone’s in there.” That was Brian. 

     “… and they’re snoring,” Bobby sniggered. 

     They cautiously moved a bit closer until they were just about eight or nine 

yards from what could indeed now be clearly seen as a makeshift temporary 

tented structure. It was at this point that Graeme noticed the half a dozen empty 

wine and whisky bottles lying in a pile close by. 

     “That’s what’s caused the snoring,” he whispered quietly to the others. 

However, his whisper was not quiet enough. 

     “Who’s there!” a familiar voice queried drunkenly from inside. 

     Bobby and Brian were about to run for it, but Graeme held them back. 

     “Captain Oliphant?” he queried. 

     First there was a short silence then a rustle from inside the makeshift tent 

before the head of the drunken man appeared through the opening of the tarpaulin. 

His eyes squinted at the bright sunlight as it came through a gap in the trees. 

     Graeme was disgusted. 

     “You’re drunk!” he said with some anger before asking the obvious question. 

     “What are you doing here? Where is your house?” 

     It then dawned on him. 

     “There is no house, is there? It was all a lie. Was everything else a lie?” 

     Captain Oliphant strained his eyes while running his hand through his 

unkempt grey beard and then he moaned quietly as he finally recognised who was 

speaking. He remained at the entrance of the tent but with his head now bowed. 

     “I’ve not been lying…. Well, except for the house.” 

     Graeme’s anger was now in full flow. His brother had never seen him like this 

and looked at him in surprise and some amazement. 



     “My dad warned me not to believe you,” he continued, almost in tears. 

“You’re a drunk, and I bet that’s why you’re no longer on the ships… if you ever 

were.” 

     The boy was considering further and now nodded to himself as further 

thoughts came to him in explanation. 

     “I bet you lost your job because of drink and that’s why you don’t want to sail 

on the Jeannie Deans… you’re afraid you’ll not be allowed… or people, the crew, 

will recognise you. And I bet your wife left you because of this also!” That was 

all quite a mouthful from the distraught young boy who saw his vision of the 

wonderful and far-travelled seafarer gradually disintegrate in front of him. 

     Without further comment Graeme turned from everyone there and ran as best 

he could back towards the path, trying to hold back the tears. This man had 

previously awakened something in Graeme with his stories of travels to foreign 

parts and the journeys to the far islands of Scotland… but the romantic stories of 

the potential seafaring career were now shattered. 

 

 

 

 

     The Scottish traditional song “Will ye no’ come back again?” was booming 

from the loudspeaker on the pier. It was the last Saturday of the Glasgow Fair as 

crowds of visitors to the island were embarking on steamers for Wemyss Bay or 

Gourock while others were queuing for steamers that had still to arrive.  

     The Strachan family had been told to move from the queue for the car ferry 

Bute to join another one. This one would be for the steamer that was going to be 

used for the large numbers unable to join the Bute. It transpired they were now 

indeed going to sail to Wemyss Bay on the paddle steamer Talisman.  

     Graeme was delighted, preferring any of the romantic paddle steamers to the 

new shapeless ferries. He had, of course, still been thinking about Captain, or 

maybe now just plain Jim Oliphant, but he was determined to try to put that man 

out of his mind. Graeme’s father, when told of the story in the woods, simply 

shrugged giving Graeme an “I told you so” look. 

     The music on the pier had now changed to “We’re no awa tae bide awa,” and 

gran and grandad, who had come out to see the family away, were tapping their 

feet in time and smiling at each other. Grandad, in fact, was quietly humming 

along in time to the music. 

     After what seemed like an eternity standing in the queue on the busy pier, they 

finally boarded the paddle steamer and it then soon cast off, quietly at first but 

then with the full sound of the thrashing paddles. Dusk was now approaching as 

the Talisman left Rothesay to the strains of the lone piper playing at the head of 

the pier. 

 

 



 

 

     For Graeme and Bobby even the journey home was exciting. When the paddle 

steamer arrived at Wemyss bay the Bute was already there as was the Maid of 

Cumbrae that had crowds embarking all headed for Millport.  

     Once disembarked, the Strachan family walked up the covered pier area 

towards the platforms of waiting trains. The boys were always fascinated by the 

photos and artefacts of past steamers that lined the walls as they passed. On this 

occasion, however, the walk was full of crowds coming and going and the family 

had to stay close together till they reached the platform where the steam train for 

Glasgow Central Station was waiting. Once there, they tried to find a vacant 

compartment but, in the end, had to share with another family newly arrived from 

Millport. 

     Shortly they were on their way and with a “chug chug” the steam train started 

to pick up speed. Graeme asked if he could release the large leather belt that 

secured the window in the carriage, but his dad declined saying that the train 

would be going through some tunnels and this would let smoke into the 

compartment. This, however, was what the boys liked. 

     In what seemed like no time at all they were pulling in to crowded Paisley 

Gilmour Street Station and then on to Glasgow Central Station. 

 

 

 

 

     About eight weeks had elapsed since the summer holiday at Rothesay, and it 

was slowly becoming a distant memory. Graeme and Bobby were playing 

football after school with their friends in a field close by their house. The 

makeshift pitch was situated across a hill and occasionally the ball would either 

have been kicked too hard causing it to run down a hill at the back of one of the 

goals meaning someone had to run down the hill to get it, or, would be kicked up 

the steep hill at one side of the pitch forcing someone to climb up to get it if it 

didn’t roll back down. 

     An engrossing game had developed and, as normal, everyone was unaware of 

the time. It was only when the shouted voice of Graeme and Bobby’s dad rang 

out with “Graeme, Bobby, yir tea’s oot!!” that the game finally came to a close. 

The boys then reluctantly picked up their jackets that had been used to mark out 

one of the goals and ran to catch up with their dad as they all made their way back 

to the house for dinner, or “tea”. 

     The food was duly disposed of and Graeme and Bobby were shortly washing 

the dishes when their mum came through to the kitchen carrying a brown paper 

parcel. 

     “Graeme,” she said, “this arrived earlier today for you.” 



     She looked at him enquiringly to see if he knew what it might be, but the boy 

shook his head in some surprise. It was a parcel or box wrapped in brown paper 

and tied with string. His name and address were written on it. 

     Instinctively he felt he should open it in private and asked his mum if it was 

okay to do that. Jean Strachan looked again at him and then shrugged her 

shoulders, leaving him to do what he wanted. Graeme then took the parcel 

upstairs to his bedroom, sat on his bed, paused briefly as he studied the parcel and 

then started to undo the string knot. It was at this point that he noticed the small 

envelope that had been sticky-taped to the back of the parcel and he decided to 

open that first. He pulled out the letter that was contained in it. 

 

Dear Graeme,  

     You don’t know me. My name is Marion McDonald and I live in Rothesay. I’m 

sorry to say that I found a man called Captain Oliphant on a seat at the esplanade 

in Rothesay. He seemed to have passed away peacefully the previous night and 

had this parcel beside him that was addressed to you.  

     Anyway, I don’t know how close you were to him or indeed if you are family 

but please accept my condolences and this parcel 

Kind Regards, 

Marion McDonald 

 

 

     Graeme was stunned. He unconsciously turned to look at the recent article 

from the Daily Record that he had pinned to his wall about the last sailing of the 

Jeannie Deans. He sat for a few moments not knowing what to do and finding it 

hard to take this in. Eventually, he looked again at the parcel, sighed, and started 

to open it. 

     Inside of the wrapping was an old cardboard shoe box and Graeme tentatively 

started to lift its lid which he then placed on the bed beside him. There were 

various items inside, but his eye was drawn first to another letter placed on top of 

the items. He took this out and opened it. 

 

     Dear Graeme, 

     I hope this finds you well and that your interest in Clyde steamers remains 

strong despite the circumstances of our last meeting. I remembered your address 

from when you told me about East Kilbride and I trust this box arrives with you. 

     The items inside this box are my gift to you but, and hopefully before you look 

at them, I trust you’ll let me explain a few things through this letter. 

     Firstly, I must tell you I was indeed married. In fact, the morning you found 

me was the day after the first anniversary of the death of my beloved Susan. I’m 

sorry to say I drank rather a lot that night as I had indeed been doing for a few 

nights previously. I must apologise, therefore, for the state I was in when you 

found me, but I hope you’ll accept that this was understandable? 



     Secondly, I now need to explain about my house. Yes, I did have a house and 

it was situated on the road in front of the Skeoch Woods. You may have seen it, 

the big red sandstone building? However house had been owned by Susan – do 

you remember I said I joined the Merchant Navy after I was married? It was 

during this time that Susan decided to buy the house outright and, unknown to 

me, she had passed this to her own family in her will. Remember, she didn’t know 

if I was going to come through the war and she wanted to ensure that the house 

would stay in her family in the event of her, and my death.  

     Unfortunately, I think she expected that a new will would be completed if and 

when I returned… but this seemed to slip her mind… and my relationship with 

her family was poor as they thought I should have been with Susan more than I 

was… and they are probably right. Anyway, once I retired, I had no money and 

no house. That was why I took to living in the woods. 

     Finally, I’ve always been a proud man and I usually don’t want charity in any 

form… and that includes a possible free ticket to travel on the Jeannie Deans but 

thank you for your kind thought on this. I think I can now ask you to look at the 

other items in the box and hopefully you’ll now understand.  

     Wishing you all the best for the future, 

     Jim 

 

 

 

     Graeme put the letter down beside him. 

     “My God!” he thought to himself, “that’ll teach me to make instant 

judgements.” 

     The next item in the box was a small blue box with gold edging. Graeme took 

this out and opened it. Inside was a medal and inscription. 

     “To Captain James Oliphant for services to his country while serving in the 

Merchant Navy” 

     Behind that in the shoebox was the weathered photograph of a ship. It was a 

merchant ship with a blue star on its solitary funnel, and he could just make out 

the ship’s name, Dunvegan Castle. There was a handwritten note on the back of 

the photograph that confirmed this. 

     Next in the box was an even older sepia photo of some men and a young boy 

standing on the deck of a puffer. Graeme was sure the young boy looked like 

Captain Oliphant in his young days, and again this was confirmed on the reverse 

of the delicate photograph that had the names of all the crew serving at the time 

on the Islay Lass. This note was in fading handwriting and included the name Jim 

Oliphant in the middle of the crew. 

     Graeme found himself smiling now on noticing that the next item was an old 

copy of Neil Munro’s Para Handy and the Vital Spark 

     Next was another letter. Graeme opened it to see that it was an invitation. 

 



Dear Jim, 

 I hope this finds you well. 

Why oh why did you not contact me to let me know about your wish to sail on the 

Jeannie Deans. We’ve been friends and colleagues all these years and. as you 

know, we both “earned our spurs” on many of the company’s boats. I still recall 

the many laughs and good times we had together over the years. 

     Of course you can sail on her. How about her last sailing in August? I’ll be 

there also… with my hankie. We’ll pick you up at Rothesay and give you a good 

day out. 

     I look forward to catching up 

     Yours, etc. 

     Captain Derek Morton 

     Managing Director 

     Caledonian Steam Packet 

 

 

     Behind this letter was a new photograph with Jim and, presumably, Captain 

Derek Morton with the unmistakable Jeannie Deans at their back… so he did it!! 

     Finally, Graeme smiled as he removed the last item – Captain Jim Oliphant’s 

navy-blue seafaring cap. 

     The young boy was grinning again as he looked once more through the various 

items that came out of the old shoe box.  

     “What a man,” he thought to himself, “And he was being truthful all along!!” 

     He got up from sitting on his bed, went to his bedroom door and opened it. 

     “Bobby, mum, dad,” he shouted, “You’ll need to come up to see this!!” 

  

      
 

 
 


